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CHARACTERS

MELANIE PALOMAR, a pleasant-looking woman of a certain age

SETTING

The present. A book store set up for a poetry reading.



(AT RISE: MELANIE, at the lectern, beams at her audience.)

MELANIE

Thank you, Morris, for that introduction, which was so generous and so kind and—wow,
“consciousness of a generation,” that was heavy, that’s a row to hoe, but thank you very much
indeed.
And thank you all for coming tonight, when you might have stayed home to compost, or
recycle tires into sustainable footwear, or find some other way to help heal Mother Earth.
Which is not to lay a guilt trip on you. Just the opposite, because we are on a mission: To
keep poetry alive. A mission urgent to all of us—except, possibly, the heterosexual males. But
even if you’re just tagging along with some chick you’re trying to nail, I say, Welcome. If
you’re not part of the problem you’re part of the solution.
Thanks also to the Macbeth Foundation for awarding me that Near Genius Grant. The $250
has purchased tonight’s lovely light refreshments and made it possible for Morris to publish
this limited edition of New and Selected Poems of Melanie Palomar—

(She displays a slender paperback.)
—though, as you can see, the selecting had to be pretty severe. A couple of C-notes stretches
only so far.
And how nice to see familiar faces, including—Hi, Rainbow!—some of my students from the
Melanie Palomar Academy of Verse and Martial Arts. Yo, Mongolia! And my man,
D’Artagnan!
Those who don’t know me may be wondering: Who is this person? This strange being? This
poet? Excellent questions, addressed on every one of my Macbeth applications. And the
answer to all of them is the same: New and Selected Poems of Melanie Palomar. Because, like
all poets, I am my words—ever since I was a little girl filling notebooks with stories about the
island kingdom of Melania and its magical princess Melona, who was stolen from the royal
nursery by a family that made me grow up in a suburban development. Hang onto your
misery, I tell my students—it’s what makes you you.
New and Selected begins with my first mature achieved poem, which has a dreamy idealism
I’ve never outgrown—and I couldn’t be more glad about that. It’s called “Fuck you, Pigs of
the Power Structure.”

(She reads)

Fuck you, pigs of the power structure!
See how you like the worm’s course-correction,
The other-shod foot,
The day-having dog.
Fuck you Fuck you!
Pigs
Of the Power Structure!

Can you say, Lightning in a bottle? “Pigs” changed my life: numero uno at Bay Area open
mic nights for six months running and the title poem of my very first chapbook—which is
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now seriously collectable, so sticking it to The Man by purchasing that particular item is
going to cost you mucho dinero over and above the cover price.
“Pigs” gave me courage to spend two intense years exploring a single theme, with results
some of you know: “Fuck You, Running Dogs of Imperialism”; “Fuck You, Lady at the
Unemployment Office”; “Fuck You, Cable Installer Guy, What illegal descrambler?” I had
tapped a gusher, and when that hole ran dry, I drilled another and out poured a new sequence,
another theme, unstoppable.
Then one summer evening, in the Starbucks at Telegraph and Durant, I picked up the mic to
read “Bite me, latte-sucking yuppies” and felt . . . empty. I walked away, let Starbucks keep the
whole tip jar. For six months I didn’t speak a word. Coincidentally, something similar
happened to Princess Melona of Melania, when the evil magician Melatonin, Malevolent
Muse and Master of Meter and Metaphor—
I digress.
Focus: Yuppies . . . Tip jar . . . Silence . . . If Near Genius Grants would just pay for
medications . . .
For six months I ate only wheat grass—can you say, Sparkling digestive system? And I was
granted a vision: I must serve humanity where it suffers its greatest degradations. I accepted a
position as a Customer Service Associate at the California Department of Motor Vehicles.
And my work took an off-ramp that lead to my next collection, Indifferent Oakland.

(She reads)

“Hell, Frozen Over”

Slit the throat of hope,
Yank out the molars of joy,
Attach electrodes to the genitals of compassion,
And forget Driver License Application Form DL 44.
Your future, a bleakness,
Has been written:
Forward you will shuffle,
A tattered coat upon a stick,
Growing ancient on this scuffed linoleum—
But Oakland does not care.
And before you reach that window where you must
State, under penalty of perjury, True Full Name,
And pay Application Fee,
And pass Written Examination and Test of Visual Acuity,
The Great Equalizer,
Who comes for all,
Will cut in line
And leave no further time for questions.

(Reacting to a question from the audience)
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Gladly. You’ve grokked some very significant lines.

Forward you will shuffle,
A tattered coat upon a stick,
Growing ancient on this scuffed linoleum—
But Oakland does not care.

That was the essence of my new direction: Speak to and for the person in the street; give voice
to the shittiness of their life. In other words, Humanism.

(Reacting)
That’s perfectly OK. I’m honored. Anyone should feel free to weep—at any time. And yes,
thank you, feel free also to applaud. Your love sustains me. The true source and subject of
New and Selected Poems of Melanie Palomar is love. Love is what finally led me out of the
DMV. Out of dark days.
Now, of course, an original mimeograph of Indifferent Oakland is a primo literary find. Note
to young poets: don’t get too far ahead of your time.
To un-digress: dark days. I was seriously rethinking para-professional career options. And
one afternoon, no countdown, no practice swings, no caution light, into my cubicle walked
love itself: Wotan. True Full Name! Indigene of Melanonesia! He took out his native driver’s
license—who knew they had cars?—leather-bound, embossed with seals and stamps, covered
with ribbons, and said, “This is good?” Oh, yes, my Wotan, my demon lover, very very good.
Wotan the poet, brooding and dark. He called me, in his liquid English, “Melon E”—as if I
were ripe fruit. The music in that voice! The swelling tide of memories! The shattering sexual
marathons he could heroically prolong by bellowing lines from the national epic of his people,
the Arugulad! And afterward, in afterglow, “Sweet melon,” he would gently say, “written
these words you must. You give birth for it.” His English got extra shaky after a big O, but he
was right. I was born to translate the Arugulad.

(From memory)

Melano luminata melanoma
Laminated luna module
Monalisa Milanese mint milano . . .

These words take us back in time, on the wings of a language dead for a thousand years. Its
speakers, the Melanogasters, never developed writing, let alone an alphabet. The Arugulad
has been handed down for generations by rote memory—10,000 lines whose grammar,
syntax, and vocabulary were completely lost. As a translator I found that freeing.

Lamadalai mallomarso
Lassimango marsobarso . . .

I dove so deep into that glorious pool I was afraid I might not surface.
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